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Indoor Skydiving 2020 | 1st Global Summit by FAI  

Tunnel vision of the broadest kind 
 

Lausanne, Switzerland, 26 August 2019 – “Tunnel Vision of the Broadest Kind” is the tagline for 
this first encounter between a leisure industry and air sports' world governing body. After indoor 
skydiving's bid for the Paris 2024 Olympic Games (www.flyin2024.com) lost out to events in four 
other sports, the stakeholders in this young air sport discipline meet on the northern Costa 
Brava to make adjustments to their shared vision for the Olympic cycle through Los Angeles 
2028. 

The World Air Sports Federation, FAI, the FAI Parachuting Commission, IPC, and Support Air 
International, SAI, are the organizers of Indoor Skydiving 2020 | First Global Summit by FAI.  

From 1 to 3 February 2020, an estimated 200 summiteers will descend on the Bay of Roses | Land of 
the Sky | Home to the Wind in Catalonia, Spain, for two days of deliberations on the nature, the current 
scope and the future development of indoor skydiving. 

The resort towns of Castelló d’Empúries/Empúriabrava and Roses are the most appropriate venues for 
this summit as there is hardly another location in the world quite as steeped in the history of competitive 
human flight. They were hosts to numerous FAI World Championships and World Cups in Skydiving 
since 1989 – as well as perennial host to The Wind Games in Indoor Skydiving since 2014. 

In regular and breakout sessions, in panel discussions and workshops held over the two days, the 
summit will cover a wide range of topics. To name but a few:  

• Indoor Skydiving Brand Development and Positioning 

• Nomenclature 

• Competition Formats  

• Synergies between Indoor and Outdoor 

• International Promotion, Reporting, Technical Standards, Policies, Records Management. 
Health, Insurance, etc. 

The ultimate goal is to have the participants in the summit draft and adopt the 2020 
IndoorSkydiving.Vision, the statement establishing the parameters for future collaboration between the 
stakeholders in the continued advancement of the young air sport discipline. 

FAI President Robert Henderson expresses his gratitude towards those who had the idea, "I 
congratulate the IPC for their initiative in creating this opportunity for different stakeholders to join in 
pursuit of a common goal, to share ideas and to develop this fledgling discipline further." 

"It has something for everyone," says IPC President Gillian Rayner, "for tunnel owner/operators, for 
coaches/instructors, for athletes and for providers of equipment. The Bay of Roses will be the place to 
exchange and to learn." 

"The Bay of Roses is a truly extraordinary location for skydiving," says Roland Hilfiker, the CEO of SAI 
and a resident of the area. "That is what brought me here in the first place, when I came from far to 
hang up the shingle on what has since become Skydive Empuriabrava."  

http://www.flyin2024.com/


 

To promote the summit and to secure massive participation as soon as possible, the organizers roll out 
two websites concurrently with this media release: 

www.indoorskydivingsummit.com will allow the summiteers to RSVP from today and to register online 
from 1 September. 

www.indoorskydiving.vision serves as blog and knowledge repository to the summit. After the event 
ends, as much of the deliberations as possible and the summit outcomes will get published there as 
ISGS legacy. 

Note for the editors 

Logo, rights-free photos and video> https://we.tl/t-SnYkDH1OWz  

About FAI  

FAI, the World Air Sports Federation, (www.fai.org) is the world governing body for air sports and for 
certifying world aviation and space records. The FAI was founded in 1905 and is a non-governmental 
and non-profit-making organisation recognised by the International Olympic Committee (IOC).  

 
FAI activities include Aerobatics, Aeromodelling, Airships, Amateur-Built and Experimental Aircraft, 

Balloons, Drones, Gliding, Hang Gliding, Helicopters, Manpowered Flying, Microlights, Parachuting, 

Paragliding, Paramotors, Power Flying and all other Aeronautic activities and Space records. 

All FAI international championships, competitions and record activities in parachuting and skydiving are 
conducted under the direction of the FAI Parachuting Commission (IPC). IPC stands for "International 
Parachuting Commission."  

About Support Air International 

Taking integrated communications strategies from definition to implementation, the experts at Support 
Air International provide the full range of branding, publishing, production and promotion services to 
different sports — from the mainstream to the extreme. The clients are governing bodies, event owners, 
athletes and other stakeholders in sports. 

Indoor Skydiving 2020 | 1st Global Summit by FAI would not be viable as an undertaking without the 
financial support of the other Hosting Partners. 

SKYDIVE EMPURIABRAVA https://www.skydiveempuriabrava.com/en/  

WINDOOR - REALFLY  https://www.windoor-realfly.com/en  

For more details about the Summit, please contact: 

Roland Hilfiker 
Support Air International 
Carrer Mercè Rodoreda 17 – 23 
17480 Roses, Girona 
Spain 
rhilfiker@support-air.net 
+34 609 88 30 30 
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